Hardtack Coffee Or The Unwritten Story Of Army Life - hardtack coffee or the unwritten story of army life john d billings charles w reed william l shea on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers most histories of the civil war focus on battles and top brass hardtack and coffee is one of the few to give a vivid, silas reenacting links zipcon - reenacting articles of interest articles about drill my ten drill reenactorisms from mark silas tackitt the worthless second sergeant from mark silas tackitt assembly for parade the color company and second company set the line from mark silas tackitt forming the right wing from mark silas tackitt forming the left wing from mark silas tackitt, the food timeline beverages - colonial american beverages hot non alcoholic coffee tea and chocolate were popular non alcoholic hot beverages during american colonial times these imports were expensive but not beyond the reach of the average person folks too poor to afford the real thing brewed hot beverages from herbs flowers bark roots and woody stems, the food timeline history notes pioneer civil war - lewis clark s provisions and recipes provisioning lewis clark s expedition was a complicated work in progress commercial supplies were heavy and there was a limit to how much could be transported at any given time
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